A simple method is proposed to interpret limited discharge performances of composite positive electrodes in terms of charge transport in the electrolyte vs. charge transport in the active material.
Introduction
A common approach to ensure high energy density and chemical reversibility in rechargeable batteries is to employ solid-state materials amiable to alkali ion insertion reactions [1] [2] [3] . The insertion reaction however has several drawbacks, such as, the transport of ions inside the solid is slow compared to transport in liquid electrolytes. To overcome this problem, the electrodes employed in insertion batteries consist of active material in micron to nanometer sized particle form mixed with additives like polymeric binder and carbon. This solid matrix is porous, so that the liquid electrolyte may penetrate deep inside the electrode. Consequently, the electrode has considerable structural complexity, which makes analyzing performance challenging. E.g. a common problem is to identify if the performance is limited by transport in the liquid electrolyte part of electrode or by transport in the active material particles [4] .
The problem of charge transport and electrochemical performance of composite electrodes has previously been examined theoretically. As such, empirical methods based on a careful comparison of the discharge characteristics of several materials have lead to models with analytical solutions [5] [6] [7] . They have the advantage of simplicity, with the trade-off of limited validity range. More complex and accurate models, able to reproduce entire discharge curves have also been developed [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These necessitate an expertise in numerical simulation and more importantly, they require the knowledge of many parameters characterizing the system under study, including electronic and ionic conductivities, size of the particles, porosity etc. Consequently extensive characterization of the electrode and its components is required to employ these models. In the present study the simplicity of the empirical methods and the accuracy of the numerical studies are combined to derive a simple technique for identification of the factor limiting the performances of a positive electrode. In addition, the analysis allows for the evaluation of the associated transport parameters.
Experimental
2g of LiFePO4:poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) composite, pedot-LiFePO4 hereafter, prepared according to ref. [14] was mechanically mixed with 4g of a solution of 3 % (w/w) PVDF (Kynar ® KF Polymer W#1100) in N-methylpyrrolidone (Aldrich). The suspension was coated onto carbon coated Al foil (Exopack #2651) with a micrometer adjustable film applicator (MTI corp.).
The applicator was adjusted to various thicknesses to yield coatings 1 to 4. The coatings where subsequently dried at 60°C for three hours in ambient air and under vacuum overnight. After this 3 drying the thickness of the active materials was measured using a micrometric head (Mitutoyo).
The electrodes were transferred to an Argon atmosphere glove box (H2O < 1 ppm, O2 < 1 ppm) 
Calculations
The partial differential equations systems (see supporting information) were solved numerically using the finite elements method implemented in the commercially available software Comsol version 3.5a. The maximal size of the mesh was set to 0.001 and 0.01 for 1D and 2D domains, respectively, and the relative tolerance was fixed at 10 −4 . Numerical resolutions lasted few seconds using Quad CPU 2.5 GHz Intel Processor with 8 GB of RAM.
Results
The discharge curves measured for four different electrode coatings based on the same active material, i.e. LiFePO4 with identical chemical composition are presented in Figure 1 . They however differ by their porosity and thickness as indicated in Table 1 . The current density is referenced to the C-rate, i.e. the inverse of the discharge time (in h) required to extract the full theoretical capacity of the system. As apparent from Figure 1 , for a given C-rate the Degree of Discharge (DoD), i.e. the accessible fraction of the maximal capacity, strongly depends on the coatings physical parameters, e.g. at the 10C-rate the capacity varies from 40 mAh/g for the coating 1 to less than 5 mAh/g for the coating 4. Since the composition is the same for the four coatings, this is a clear indication that the charge transport in the electrode structure, which here includes the electrolyte, strongly influences the performance. Table   1 . Chemical composition: 80-85 wt-% LiFePO4, 10-13wt% poly (3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) and polyvinylidene difluoride.
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To what extend the electrode structure is limiting compared to the active material is however difficult to identify from the data presented figure 1. In contrast, we have found empirically that plotting 1/DoD as a function of C-rate leads to a linear behavior at low rates for electrodes expected to be limited by the transport in the active particle (high porosity, low thickness) ( Figure   2 ).
Our analysis was extended to insertion battery system data from the recent literature selected at random (see supporting information) [15] [16] [17] . Surprisingly, the same linear behavior is found at low C-rates over a wide range of systems, provided that the voltage cut-off window is sufficiently large to provide the sharp decrease of potential at the end of charge, as is the case in Figure 1 .
To explore this behavior in depth, numerical simulations were employed. Using the same approach as adopted by Newman et al., we considered the electrode as the macro-homogeneous superposition of two media transporting the electronic and ionic charges, in addition to the transport of inserted ions inside the active material particles [18] [19] [20] . The corresponding equation system is presented in the supporting information section. Importantly, while it has been shown previously that the microscopic mechanism for lithium uptake and release is remarkably complex for the Li1-xFePO4 system [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , we here use a spherical diffusion model to describe lithium transport, as recent data suggests that this yield correct kinetic predictions within the experimental error for the oxidation process [29] . The numerical investigation of a wide range of model parameter combinations, followed by the careful analysis of the resulting discharge curves lead to the conclusion, that two unique sets of circumstances entailed a sharp decrease of potential and that these are depending on very few parameters. For this reason, and despite the complexity of the processes occurring during the discharge, focusing on the sharp decrease of potential at the end of discharge greatly decreases the complexity of the numerical simulation analysis. The two sets 6 of circumstances that can lead to a sharp decrease of potential are identified as (i) performance limited by the transport of inserted species in the active material particles, and (ii) performance limited by the ionic transport in the electrolyte.
First, the case where transport of the charged species is limited by the transport in the active material was investigated. Previous studies have provided analytical expressions of the degree of discharge as a function of the discharge rate in the case of a pure diffusional process. A formula involving an infinite sum of terms, valid over the entire C-rate range has been found, [30] as well as simple formulas only valid for long or short discharge times [31] . In here we rely on the analysis of the numerical solution of the diffusion problem, which can be reduced to the following approximation:
where Ds is the apparent solid phase diffusion coefficient (in cm 2 /s), rp the size of the particles (in m), and C-rate the C discharge rate (in h -1 ). Eq. (2) monodispersed particles. As detailed in the supporting information (S1-S2), phase change during insertion, distribution of the particles, as well as the presence of cylindrical shape of particles were also tested. Importantly, in all the instances, a linear law similar to Eq. (2) could be obtained, so that the endpoint of lithium release during discharge could be fitted to an apparent solid phase spherical diffusion process [32] . This shows the robustness to the linearity of 1/DoD as a function of the C-rate, with a y-axis intercept of 1, in the case of inserted material transport limitations.
Moreover, recent results show that very complex delithiation reaction mechanisms lead to kinetics, which within the experimental error can be approximated to spherical diffusion [29] .
The second case considered theoretically is the absence of particle insertion limited transport. In this case, the depletion of electrolyte somewhere inside the electrode lead to a brutal decrease of potential drop as observed in figure 1 . The sharp discharge front model provides an approximation of the DoD in this case: [4] [32] . The linearity is achieved on the entire C-rate range for coating number 1. As such, the rates where the electrolyte transport becomes limiting is larger than 10C for this coating.
Indeed, in this case, the transport of Li ions through the electrolyte is favored, because this coating has the highest porosity and the smallest thickness amongst the four tested. For the other coatings, a departure from linearity is observed at high C-rates. This is an indication of additional performance limitations, arising from ionic depletion inside the electrolyte. It is then a mixed limitations situation, and neither Eq. (2) nor Eq. (3) directly apply, given that they have been obtained for limit cases exclusively. Importantly, this mixed situation will always lead to lower DoD than predicted by the limiting cases.
The C-rate where the departure from linearity is observed provides indications of the effective diffusion coefficient of Li ions inside the electrolyte as it corresponds to the lower limit of the Crate where the electrolyte is almost depleted in one point inside the electrode (ce<< ce 0 ). These confirm that a decrease in the electrode thickness leads to an increase of the C-rate threshold, beyond which, the electrode structure contributes to the limitations of the electrode performance (see supporting information).
Conclusions
In summary, we propose a simple method to discriminate between solid-state diffusion and electrolyte transport as the performance limiting factors in composite insertion electrodes, by plotting the inverse of the degree of discharge as a function of the C-rate. In addition, the associated transport parameters are easily derived. The method does not require extensive characterization of the material nor expertise in numerical simulation and is therefore useful for the evaluation of the performances of a new active material, as well as, for finding the optimal electrode processing parameters required to meet a given set of specifications. Moreover, it offers a simple tool to identify data, which reflects the intrinsic performance of the active material, rather than a convolution of electrode and active material. As such, it should find use in electroactive battery materials development.
